
一日小海龜聽聞有人能用派生畫『心』︰

How can I draw a heart using Python?
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import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import numpy as np
t = np.arange(0,2*np.pi, 0.1)
x = 16*np.sin(t)**3
y = 13*np.cos(t)-5*np.cos(2*t)-2*np.cos(3*t)-np.cos(4*t)
plt.plot(x,y)
plt.show()

FreeSandal



雖然『折線』之法尚不純熟，仍想嘗試一番︰
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up@up-UP-CHT01:~$ python3
Python 3.5.2 (default, Nov 17 2016, 17:05:23)
[GCC 5.4.0 20160609] on linux
Type "help", "copyright", "credits" or "license" for more information.
>>> import turtle, math
>>> turtle.setup(width=1024, height=768)
>>> turtle.shape('turtle')
>>> turtle.mode('logo')
>>>
>>> t = [math.pi/180*n for n in range(361)]
>>> x = [80*math.sin(t[n])**3 for n in range(361)]
>>> y = [65*math.cos(t[n])- 25*math.cos(2*t[n])-10*math.cos(3*t[n])-5*math.cos(4*t[n])
>>> 點距 = [math.sqrt( (y[n+1]-y[n])**2 + (x[n+1]-x[n])**2 ) for n in range(360)]
>>> 朝向 = [90 - 180.0/math.pi*math.atan( (y[n+1]-y[n])/(x[n+1]-x[n]) ) for n in range(360



怎曉心動時刻卻惹得心慌︰
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>>> 起始角度 = 朝向[0]
>>> 第一步長度 = 點距[0]
>>> 餘步列 = 點距[1:]
>>>
>>> def 心動():
... 保存原向 = turtle.heading()
... turtle.right(起始角度)
... turtle.forward(第一步長度)
... for n in range(359):
... if 朝向[n+1] > 朝向[n]:
... turtle.right(朝向[n+1]-朝向[n])
... else:
... turtle.left(朝向[n]-朝向[n+1])
... turtle.forward(餘步列[n])
... turtle.seth(保存原向)
...
>>> 心動()
>>>



苦思冥想之餘，決定以此法畫『○』，探究其因︰

為何幾度頭昏腦脹，朝向錯誤耶？？
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>>> xc = [100*math.sin(t[n]) for n in range(361)]
>>> yc = [100*math.cos(t[n]) for n in range(361)]
>>> 點距 = [math.sqrt( (yc[n+1]-yc[n])**2 + (xc[n+1]-xc[n])**2 ) for n in range(360)]
>>> 朝向 = [90 - 180.0/math.pi*math.atan( (yc[n+1]-yc[n])/(xc[n+1]-xc[n]) ) for n in range
>>> 起始角度 = 朝向[0]
>>> 第一步長度 = 點距[0]
>>> 餘步列 = 點距[1:]
>>> turtle.reset();心動()
>>>



仔細推步『圓的困惑』之後，終知萬一 ，那麼『斜率』 前後

難測也！！此乃算林傳說之『ill-conditioned』條件數病態乎★★

───《L4K ︰ PYTHON TURTLE《七》》

『計算』之事，有無『心法』耶？常常求其確解也難矣！

這裡只有□□小炒兩盤，期待讀者『觸類旁通』自得其○也◎



假使有人仔細看待『誤差 = 量測值 – 真值』表達式的意義，致力於『真值』之量測『不確定』

的邏輯嚴密性。或許將用數學

不等式規範『真值』的『確定範圍』。如此『量測值』之四則運算，就成了『區間算術』

Interval arithmetic︰

Interval arithmetic, interval mathematics, interval analysis, or interval computation, is a

method developed by mathematicians since the 1950s and 1960s as an approach to putting

bounds on rounding errors and measurement errors in mathematical computation and thus

developing numerical methods that yield reliable results. Very simply put, it represents each

value as a range of possibilities. For example, instead of estimating the height of someone using

standard arithmetic as 2.0 metres, using interval arithmetic we might be certain that that

person is somewhere between 1.97 and 2.03 metres.

Whereas classical arithmetic de�nes operations on individual numbers, interval arithmetic

de�nes a set of operations on intervals:

The basic operations of interval arithmetic are, for two intervals  and  that are

subsets of the real line ,

Division by an interval containing zero is not de�ned under the basic interval arithmetic. The

addition and multiplication operations are commutative, associative and sub-distributive: the

set  is a subset of .

Instead of working with an uncertain real  we work with the two ends of the interval 

which contains :  lies between  and , or could be one of them. Similarly a function  when



applied to  is also uncertain. Instead, in interval arithmetic  produces an interval which

is all the possible values for  for all .

This concept is suitable for a variety of purposes. The most common use is to keep track of and

handle rounding errors directly during the calculation and of uncertainties in the knowledge of

the exact values of physical and technical parameters. The latter often arise from

measurement errors and tolerances for components or due to limits on computational

accuracy. Interval arithmetic also helps �nd reliable and guaranteed solutions to equations and

optimization problems.

Tolerance function (turquoise) and interval-valued approximation (red)

───

因是『誤差傳播』也變成複雜的『區間傳播』計算︰

Interval propagation



In numerical mathematics, interval propagation or interval constraint propagation is the

problem of contracting interval domains associated to variables of R without removing any

value that is consistent with a set of constraints (i.e., equations or inequalities). It is can be used

to propagate uncertainties in the situation where errors are represented by intervals .

Interval propagation considers an estimation problem as a constraint satisfaction problem.

Atomic contractors
A contractor associated to an equation involving the variables x ,…,x  is an operator which

contracts the intervals [x ],…, [x ] (that are supposed to enclose the x ‘s) without removing any

value for the variables that is consistent with the equation.

A contractor is said to be atomic if it is not built as a composition of other contractors. The main

theory that is used to build atomic contractors are based on interval analysis.

Example. Consider for instance the equation

which involves the three variables x ,x  and x .

The associated contractor is given by the following statements

For instance, if

[1]

1 n

1 n i

1 2 3



the contractor performs the following calculus

For other constraints, a speci�c algorithm for implementing the atomic contractor should be

written. An illustration is the atomic contractor associated to the equation

is provided by Figures 1 and 2.

    Figure 1: boxes before contraction

    Figure 2: boxes after contraction

───

此法若是不用『電腦程式』來運算，恐怕很難動手作的吧！也許正因為如此，它也不太流

行！！然而如下一篇論文的『摘要』是否能引發人們的興趣？



───摘自《勇闖新世界︰ W!O《卡夫卡村》變形祭︰感知自然‧數據分析‧三》

隨著 Michael Nielsen 先生說故事

On stories in neural networks

Question: How do you approach utilizing and researching machine learning
techniques that are supported almost entirely empirically, as opposed to
mathematically? Also in what situations have you noticed some of these techniques



fail?Answer: You have to realize that our theoretical tools are very weak. Sometimes, we
have good mathematical intuitions for why a particular technique should work.
Sometimes our intuition ends up being wrong […] The questions become: how well does
my method work on this particular problem, and how large is the set of problems on
which it works well.

– Question and answer with neural networks researcher Yann LeCun

Once, attending a conference on the foundations of quantum mechanics, I noticed what

seemed to me a most curious verbal habit: when talks �nished, questions from the audience

often began with “I’m very sympathetic to your point of view, but […]”. Quantum foundations

was not my usual �eld, and I noticed this style of questioning because at other scienti�c

conferences I’d rarely or never heard a questioner express their sympathy for the point of view

of the speaker. At the time, I thought the prevalence of the question suggested that little

genuine progress was being made in quantum foundations, and people were merely spinning

their wheels. Later, I realized that assessment was too harsh. The speakers were wrestling with

some of the hardest problems human minds have ever confronted. Of course progress was

slow! But there was still value in hearing updates on how people were thinking, even if they

didn’t always have unarguable new progress to report.

You may have noticed a verbal tic similar to “I’m very sympathetic […]” in the current book. To

explain what we’re seeing I’ve often fallen back on saying “Heuristically, […]”, or “Roughly

speaking, […]”, following up with a story to explain some phenomenon or other. These stories

are plausible, but the empirical evidence I’ve presented has often been pretty thin. If you look

through the research literature you’ll see that stories in a similar style appear in many research

papers on neural nets, often with thin supporting evidence. What should we think about such

stories?

In many parts of science – especially those parts that deal with simple phenomena – it’s

possible to obtain very solid, very reliable evidence for quite general hypotheses. But in neural

networks there are large numbers of parameters and hyper-parameters, and extremely

complex interactions between them. In such extraordinarily complex systems it’s exceedingly

dif�cult to establish reliable general statements. Understanding neural networks in their full

generality is a problem that, like quantum foundations, tests the limits of the human mind.

Instead, we often make do with evidence for or against a few speci�c instances of a general

statement. As a result those statements sometimes later need to be modi�ed or abandoned,



when new evidence comes to light.

One way of viewing this situation is that any heuristic story about neural networks carries with

it an implied challenge. For example, consider the statement I quoted earlier, explaining why

dropout works*

*From ImageNet Classi�cation with Deep Convolutional Neural Networks by Alex Krizhevsky,

Ilya Sutskever, and Geoffrey Hinton (2012).

: “This technique reduces complex co-adaptations of neurons, since a neuron cannot rely on

the presence of particular other neurons. It is, therefore, forced to learn more robust features

that are useful in conjunction with many different random subsets of the other neurons.” This

is a rich, provocative statement, and one could build a fruitful research program entirely

around unpacking the statement, �guring out what in it is true, what is false, what needs

variation and re�nement. Indeed, there is now a small industry of researchers who are

investigating dropout (and many variations), trying to understand how it works, and what its

limits are. And so it goes with many of the heuristics we’ve discussed. Each heuristic is not just

a (potential) explanation, it’s also a challenge to investigate and understand in more detail.

Of course, there is not time for any single person to investigate all these heuristic explanations

in depth. It’s going to take decades (or longer) for the community of neural networks

researchers to develop a really powerful, evidence-based theory of how neural networks learn.

Does this mean you should reject heuristic explanations as unrigorous, and not suf�ciently

evidence-based? No! In fact, we need such heuristics to inspire and guide our thinking. It’s like

the great age of exploration: the early explorers sometimes explored (and made new

discoveries) on the basis of beliefs which were wrong in important ways. Later, those mistakes

were corrected as we �lled in our knowledge of geography. When you understand something

poorly – as the explorers understood geography, and as we understand neural nets today – it’s

more important to explore boldly than it is to be rigorously correct in every step of your

thinking. And so you should view these stories as a useful guide to how to think about neural

nets, while retaining a healthy awareness of the limitations of such stories, and carefully

keeping track of just how strong the evidence is for any given line of reasoning. Put another

way, we need good stories to help motivate and inspire us, and rigorous in-depth investigation

in order to uncover the real facts of the matter.

───



本章也將步入尾聲。通常新興科技領域往往百家爭鳴，理論深耕卻總嫌不足！而成熟科學每

每難以突破，期待靈感啟發之火石電光！此正所謂以『枯、榮』之『禪辯』耶？不過不論哪

方總可借鑒歷史的『經驗』乎？就像『計算物理學』

Computational physics

Computational physics is the study and implementation of numerical analysis to solve

problems in physics for which a quantitative theory already exists.  Historically,

computational physics was the �rst application of modern computers in science, and is now a

subset of computational science.

It is sometimes regarded as a subdiscipline (or offshoot) of theoretical physics, but others

consider it an intermediate branch between theoretical and experimental physics, a third way

that supplements theory and experiment.

A representation of the multidisciplinary nature of computational physics both as an overlap of

physics, applied mathematics, and computer science and as a bridge among them.

Challenges in computational physics
Physics problems are in general very dif�cult to solve exactly. This is due to several

(mathematical) reasons: lack of algebraic and/or analytic solubility, complexity, and chaos.

For example, – even apparently simple problems, such as calculating the wavefunction of an

[1]

[2]

[3]



electron orbiting an atom in a strong electric �eld (Stark effect), may require great effort to

formulate a practical algorithm (if one can be found); other cruder or brute-force techniques,

such as graphical methods or root �nding, may be required. On the more advanced side,

mathematical perturbation theory is also sometimes used (a working is shown for this

particular example here).

In addition, the computational cost and computational complexity for many-body problems

(and their classical counterparts) tend to grow quickly. A macroscopic system typically has a

size of the order of   constituent particles, so it is somewhat of a problem. Solving quantum

mechanical problems is generally of exponential order in the size of the system  and

for classical N-body it is of order N-squared.

Finally, many physical systems are inherently nonlinear at best, and at worst chaotic: this

means it can be dif�cult to ensure any numerical errors do not grow to the point of rendering

the ‘solution’ useless.

───

已先品嚐個中三昧矣！！

務須注意數學模型之『適切性問題』？？

Well-posed problem

The mathematical term well-posed problem stems from a de�nition given by Jacques

Hadamard. He believed that mathematical models of physical phenomena should have the

properties that

A solution exists1. 

The solution is unique2. 

The solution’s behavior changes continuously with the initial conditions.3. 

Examples of archetypal well-posed problems include the Dirichlet problem for Laplace’s

equation, and the heat equation with speci�ed initial conditions. These might be regarded as

[citation needed]

[5]



‘natural’ problems in that there are physical processes modelled by these problems.

Problems that are not well-posed in the sense of Hadamard are termed ill-posed. Inverse

problems are often ill-posed. For example, the inverse heat equation, deducing a previous

distribution of temperature from �nal data, is not well-posed in that the solution is highly

sensitive to changes in the �nal data.

Continuum models must often be discretized in order to obtain a numerical solution. While

solutions may be continuous with respect to the initial conditions, they may suffer from

numerical instability when solved with �nite precision, or with errors in the data. Even if a

problem is well-posed, it may still be ill-conditioned, meaning that a small error in the initial

data can result in much larger errors in the answers. An ill-conditioned problem is indicated by

a large condition number.

If the problem is well-posed, then it stands a good chance of solution on a computer using a

stable algorithm. If it is not well-posed, it needs to be re-formulated for numerical treatment.

Typically this involves including additional assumptions, such as smoothness of solution. This

process is known as regularization. Tikhonov regularization is one of the most commonly used

for regularization of linear ill-posed problems.

───摘自《W!O+ 的《小伶鼬⼯坊演義》︰神經網絡【百家言】五》




